
Savigny-Les-Beaune
Vieilles Vignes

There are three plots for this cuvee « Vieilles Vignes » which is part of the Domaine: The first plot, Les Vermots, has been part of the Domaine since 2005 and 
was planted in 1950. The plot is the result of a massal selection from the plot Beaune 1er Cru Grèves. This beautiful plot of 0.25 hectare is totally remote from 
other plots. It has been cultivated thanks to tractors and have followed an organic method since 2005. The second plot, Aux Champs Pruniers, was purchased 
in 2006 to a producer who had never ploughed his vines and this was a good test for the organic culture. Coming from a great massal selection, this plot usually 
yields high quality grapes. It is a small plot covering 0.25 hectares, which was planted in 1930.  The third plot, Les Planchots, came into the Domaine in 2005 
and covers 13 ares.  All these vines are managed following an organic method. The grapes are hand harvested, sorted in the vineyard and at the winery. We 
perform foot-treading and we gently press the grapes in a vertical press. Then, the juice is settled for a long time and finally barreled by gravity. The wine is aged 

in 600-litre oak barrels.

Domaine de Bellene

Les Planchots : 47°02'42.44"N 4°50'51.58"E
Champs Pruniers : 47°03'25.01"N 4°50'52.18"E

Les Vermots : 47°04'05.15"N 4°48'24.39"E

Grape variety :    Pinot noir   Planting date :   1904

Rootstock :    161-49C    Density of planting :  10 000 vinestocks /ha 

Vineyard exposure :   south-south-east   Nature of the soil :   clay-limestone  

Altitude :    283 m



Harvest date   09/17/2019

Aged in oak barrels   25% new oak 

Fining    no

Filtration   yes

Malolactic fermentation 100%

Bottling date   11/17/2020

Day    Fruit 

Degree % vol.   13,5

Production   1 684 Bottles

   

Technical information

Best served

Red meat 10 years old 14-16°C

The 2019 vintage confirms the climatic upheaval we have known since 
the beginning of this century. The start of the vegetative cycle has 
become early, thanks to temperatures worthy of May. The buds began 
their growth in the third week of March, exposing the vine to a high risk 
of spring frosts. April was very hot, allowing rapid growth of the vines. At 
the very beginning of June, the first flowers appeared. The summer was 
marked by two heat waves in mid-June and mid-July causing significant 
water stress. Rainfall in August allowed the vines to regain sufficient 
feeding capacity and veraison began in early August. We gave the first 
cuts on September 14 and finished on September 25. The harvest was 
of very high quality and maturity. The grapes have been sorted and 
most of our cuvées are in whole bunches. We vatted for around three 
weeks, followed by a one-year aging in barrels, mostly aged of one 
or two wines in order to preserve the complexity of the terroir that is 

expressed in our wines.

The 2019 vintage


